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CONVERSION VARNISH FINISH
As with any ﬁnished wood product, protecting the ﬁnish is most important to the
longevity of your solid wood top. We recommend that you use a mild all-purpose cleaner
for general cleaning and disinfecting, such as Mrs. Meyers All-Purpose Cleaner. Routine
cleaning, use mild soap and water and make sure to dry afterwards. Spray wax products
such as pledge can be applied.
Warranty
J. Thompson Tops Inc, since 1982, is proud to provide its customers with quality solid wood
tops. Customized to serve your special requirements, and for this purpose will stand
behind our work. Our products are warranted against any manufacturing error, but
cannot be warranted against locations of excessive humidity or extreme dryness, both of
which are beyond our control. J Thompson Tops Inc reserves the right to qualify any
claims against our product. Such as improper installation or failure to care for properly.
Installation Instructions
Proper installation is required for full warranty of countertops. Tops, especially island tops
extra wide and thick ect. should have special care in attaching to cabinets. Be sure to
screw down tops every 8 to 10 inches around all sides, corners, and center sections using
#8 self drilling screws. Tops that are 3 ½ feet or more should have a third row of attaching
screws in the middle of the top. For ease of installation, pre-drill cabinets with a 1/8” pilot
bit on an angle to the inside of cabinet. Pre-start screws before setting the top on the
cabinets. Overhangs of more than 12 inches should be supported every 12 to 24” with
corbels or steel supports. Care should be taken in keeping the top, once installed from
experiencing radical moisture swings. Watch doors being left open for long periods of
time( letting extra moisture enter the environment), and also watch for space heaters
close to the top( drying out environment). In new construction, mineral oil ﬁnish tops
must be kept wrapped in plastic and with a protective product( cardboard, Styrofoam
sheets). This will ensure the top remains stable and protected. Special ﬁnish tops must be
covered with non scratching material(rosen paper) and protective covering. Always leave
the owner our standard care sheet.

